Name: Enzo LaRock.
Name Pronunciation: [IN-zo Luh-ROCK].
Titles: Abracadabraian. Sanguinati apprentice of magic.
Aerowachee for Mystic Steeples.

Magic Affiliation: Sanguinati.

Sanguinati Coven: Wormwood Philters.

Education: Mystic Steeples.
Sanguinati apprentice of magic. Seventh level. Understudy
(abracadabraian) to the high priest. Enzo LaRock plans to
become a high priest or theurgist.

Address: Enzo LaRock lives in his coven headquarters called Seventh Heaven,
located on the seventh level of the seven-story Tower of Virtuous XXX in Mystic
Steeples, in Severance, Hoopenfangia.
Date & Place of Birth: October 17, 1990. Severance, Hoopenfangia,
Height/Weight/Physical Description: Enzo is 6’2’’, slightly muscular,
handsome, and has wavy brown hair.
Citizenship/Ethnic Origin: Severance, Hoopenfangia. / Caucasian.
Family Members: Enzo is distantly related to Head Vespercestor Urbanne
LaRock, as well as Darius LaRock, who is in the sanatorium.
Love Interest: He is engaged to Jama Slain but no wedding date has been set.
Social Class: Enzo comes from an aristocratic family.
Magic Specialties: Spiritualism. Third-Eye Running.
Community Status: Enzo is the abracadabraian to the high priest. He is a top
Aerowachee in the Spurgmulin Tournaments for Mystic Steeples. He is well-liked
and popular among everyone, especially the girls.
Occupation: Enzo LaRock works as a bellfounder’s assistant at Ring-a-Ding-Ding
on East Intercession Alley in Mystic City.
Job-Related Skills: Bellfounding is the casting of chimes, bells, jingles,
cymbals, and gongs, as done in a foundry, for use all over Mystic Steeples and
Mystic City. Enzo assists with tuning the bells and fitting the clappers. He laughs
when doing this because he is used to people clapping for him.

Political Beliefs/Affiliations: Enzo is Traditional Sanguinati, but he’s on the
fence about it. In hopes of fitting in with the Sanguinati elite, he has always
steered his choices in a much-too-mature direction for his age, often
compromising his youthful wishes in the process.
Voice: Enzo tends to verbalize anything he is thinking.
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